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A One-Of-A-Kind Polyurethane From Brentano
Spring 2017 collection includes innovative, new faux leather
Wheeling, III. (April 2017)— Brentano's spring 2017 Ceramic collection introduces a balanced array of
textiles for the contract, hospitality and residential markets. Expanding upon the carefully curated line of
eco-friendly faux leathers, the new collection includes a unique, go-anywhere performance polyurethane Cavetto.
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Contemporary and futuristic, Cavetto is reminiscent of textures created through slip casting techniques. This
innovative Polyurethane has a one-of-a-kind construction. The substrate is dimensionally knitted, creating a
three dimensional texture on the face of the fabric. Solvent resistant, bleach cleanable and passing 100,000
double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), the 50” Cavetto is suitable for contract level performance and joins
the Brentano Green line of sustainable textiles. With a slight pearlescent shimmer effect added to enhance
the distinctive pattern, Cavetto is offered in six strong colorways such as bright red, navy blue and jet black.

About Brentano:
The Brentano Design studio, led by Iris Wang, celebrated 25 years in 2015. The textile house has grown from a modest
eight patterns in 1990 into an international source for polyurethane faux leather, outdoor, Crypton, Nano-Tex and
GreenShield-finished, eco-friendly and fire retardant products. The carefully curated line reflects Iris’ lifelong study of
fine art, nature and Asian philosophy in beautiful, high-performing solutions for the contract, hospitality, healthcare
and residential markets. Please visit brentanofabrics.com for more information.

Cavetto 3959
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The distinctive pattern demonstrates Brentano's drive to push the envelope of expected design. With a
slight pearlescent shimmer effect added to enhance the revolutionary pattern, Cavetto is offered in six
strong colorways – such as Franciscan Red, Blue Ridge and Iroquois Black.

Cavetto 3959

Contemporary, futuristic, and ahead of its time, Cavetto is a perfect fit the progressive hotel or trendsetting restaurant.
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